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ABSTRACT
'Courseware for Visually Impaired Children' is developed to help the blinds for their
education learning process. This courseware is focusing for children from 7-10 years old.
The objective is to develop a courseware that satisfies MAB (Malaysian Association for
the Blind) to assist requirements blind children in their learning education. This
courseware is developed because there is lack of teaching materials and experts to assist
blind children in their education. Currently, teachings are based on communication
between the teacher and the blind children. The problem with the current learning
materials is there is no electronic media being used to ensure the efficiency and
effectiveness of teaching methods. This courseware will enable theblind children to have
their chance inusing computer and learn how to read word, learn alphabetical, typing and
memorizing numbers. They are exposed to new software that needs them to navigate this
software using computer by using only keystroke and no mouse pointing. Based on
interview, this courseware is useful for MAB in enhancing their ability and efficiency in
delivering learning to blind children. The methodology selected for this courseware are
based on five phases that are; project planning, system analysis, system design, coding
and testing and project presentation. The expected output for this courseware will be the
implementations of a real computerize system that can be used by the teachers to assist
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- CHAPTER 1 -
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
MAB (Malaysian Association for the Blind) is the premier voluntary organization in
Malaysia serving visually impaired persons. It provides services that help the blind and
prevent the tragedy of avoidable blindness. Established in 1951 by the then Department
of Social Welfare to look after the general well-being of blind persons in the country,
MAB has since carried out this role and much more. The Malaysian Association for the
Blind always works toward creating greater public awareness concerning the abilities and
capabilities of the visual impaired persons under its charge. This is to ensure their
integration into the society and a better quality of life. In order to accommodate the
changing needs, demands and challenges ofthe modern world, MAB strives constantly to
improve and expand its services for the betterment of visually impaired people by
introducing new courses and acquiring new equipment. This project is focus more on
education learning for the blind children from the age of7 to10 years old.
Everyday there are always communication between teacher and the blind children. The
learning process is based on communication itself to teach them on how to read and
understand words in English. Problems arise as there is lack of interest of blind children
as they can only hear the communication and nothing much they can do. To overcome
this problem, a software called 'Courseware for Visually Impaired Children' being
introduced. This development will help the blind children exposed to the technology of
using computers. They need to learn how to use keyboard to be able them to navigate the
software easily. This enhancement of learning process will help to build the interest of
blind children in their early stage of learning process. This courseware will give them
better understanding in English and make them confident to use computer and
automatically build their self-confident. This software is reliable in helping MAB to
achieve their aims to be better in serving the blind children.
1.2 Problem Statement
Theproblems occurred in the existing process are:
1. There is lack of teaching materials in MAB
2. There is no interest of blind children to focus on learning process as their interest
is just 90% enjoying and playing. They have their own playground and toys
around them so the interest in learning is too low. The author got it from the
teachers in MAB based from their experience.
3. There is no software being used to serve the education for blind children's
learning process from age 7 to 10 years old
4. Lots of learning materials is in written form as they are blind and difficult for
them to read and understand, unless someone read up for them
5. Miscommunication between the blind children and normal person due to no
proper platform for them to interact with each other
1.2.1 Significant of the Project
This courseware can help to improve the current process of the blind children education.
Through this courseware it will help the blind children to build confidence level to use
computers and exposed to the new learning process to use the special software created.
This courseware will definitely help to save time and cost as the learning process thru
hearing and listening system. The blind children learn by hearing every single word as
they press by using keystroke ofcomputer keyboard. Learning by hearing is much more
efficient as they are blind and difficult for them to read a written material. This
courseware will definitely useful for them as the learning process will continue even they
are at home as the software are easily download to any computers with Windows
platform. The learning process will be continuous as it will help to generate interest of
blind children to use technology and make their life better and confident. This project
will help MAB to be better interms oflearning process modules infuture and strive their
objective to serve the best for the blindpeople.
Several type of research area will be covered through this project based on some
questions. The research questions are:
1. How does this courseware reliable to MAB and blind children?
2. What is theprocess involved to develop the courseware?
3. Can the currentprocess be simplified?
4. What is the importance of implementing thiscourseware?
5. What is the suitable technique andmethod to implement the courseware?
6. What are the requirements needed to develop the courseware?
7. Can this courseware meet the objective?
1.3 Objectives
To design a courseware that can:
V Study and identify the problems arise in MAB relating to education learning
process for blind children. This is to ensure that the proposed courseware will
achieve theaims to upgrade, enhance and automate thecurrent learning process
S To developed a courseware that can assist the blind children from the age of7 to
10 years old to learn, read, understand and memorizing English words and
numbers
1.4 Scope of Study
This report details the development and implementation of 'Courseware for Visually
Impaired Children'. The author focuses on the need of blind children in their learning
education thru hearing andlistening. For this project, it will include detailed descriptions
of system requirement specifications which describe the functions used in the software.
As for the system analysis part, an interview is conducted among the blind people that
work in MAB especially to those involves in education learning process for blind
children. The purpose is to help and ease the author indesigning phase. Indesign phase,
the author must determine how the flow system and storyboard. The author will select
five phases that are project planning, system analysis, system design, coding and testing,
project presentation as the methodology for the system development. There are certain
criteria need to be considered such as reliability, flexibility, scalability and satisfaction
among MAB staffthat they think can help their blind children for the learning process. At
the end the system will be developed based on guideline given.
The development of the system involves the use of Visual Basic 6 and JAWS (Job
Access with Speech) that act as the screen reading software that enable every single word
to be read using Windows platform. Apart from that, the author applies the knowledge
about the latest technology for the development through the use of JAWS and VB6.
Regardless ofall these the author has to do some research on how to navigate JAWS and
how JAWS link with VB6. This is to ensure the software work well with each other in
order to develop the system. The author also has to document all the findings using IT
knowledge and skills that the author had learned for the past few years during her studies
inUTP.
1.5 Feasibility of the Projectwithin the Scope and Time Frame
The author is responsible to develop a courseware for blind children that will be used by
MAB in teaching the early age children using computers. Through this software, the
blind children will easily get exposed to the technology and make them easy to learn
using the courseware provided. This project will take at least 3 months to be completed
according to the timeline given by UTP
-CHAPTER 2-
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY
2.1 Specialized Education Services for Children Who Are Blind or Visually
Impaired
The inadequate count ofvisually impaired children means that our nation lacks critical
information about the need for specialized services for these children, and cannot
correctly allocate the specialized resources andpersonnel required. Consequently, many
children do not receive the appropriate specialized educational services they need
(Pogrund, Fazzi, &Lampert, eds., 1992).
The sentence were taken from the article from the net says that there is a specialized
education services for those children who are blind or visual impaired. Currently, the
education is lack ofexpert that is able to teach the blind children. Consequently, many of
the blind children did not manage to get proper education based on survey conducted.
They need to get proper education in order to give them chance to be better even they are
visually impaired children.
2.1.1 What skills that visually impaired children need?
From what we know, these children need special skills inorder for them to achieve good
education in their learning process. Visual impairments change the way these children
obtain information about the world in which they grow and limit opportunities to learn
through observation ofvisual elements in school or people around them. They need to get
special skills from teachers and others who are specially trained to teach all sorts of skills,
and it must be the certified teachers of visually impaired children and orientation and
mobility specialist. This special skill needed that they must obtain such as using
technology and computer proficiency that is using computer and equipment that adapt to
their environment for blind and visually impaired people.
2.1.2Visual Impaired Children Education
Usually those visual impaired children received their education in special school
specifically designed for blind and with special classroom and itinerant teaching services
inregular education classrooms. Based on the needs, they must get proper education and
In addition, special schools frequently provide outreach support and technical assistance
to public schools in their states.
2.1.3 What can help the visual impaired children?
• Provide access to the latest technology so every blindor visual impaired children
benefit from computer based program such as software to teach them to read,
learnandunderstand English through hearing and listening process.
• Provide qualified teachers in all educational settings that can provide specialized
communication, literacy, academic etc.
• Assure that parents and families ofchildren who are blind orvisually impaired are
provided with information they needed to determine the best educational options
for their blind children.
From the list ofpoint above, it is very important that this journal support to have good
education to the blind children in terms of technology in using computers. It will help
them to improve and be better with the help ofgood teachers that specialized to this area.
Please refer toAppendix A: <American Foundation for theBlind>
2.2 Young Children and Microcomputers
"The computer is seen as a material with many potential benefits and many potential
problems. Ifit is used wisely, with the principles ofearly childhood development in mind,
it can be a valuable addition to a developmental-based classroom. Although the
computer has much to offer an early childhood classroom, its absence from the
classroom willnot be disastrous [emphasis added]" (Davidson, 1989, p.12).
From the articles of Young Children and Microcomputers: A Second Look by Larry
Prochner tells about the use of computer for young children. The computer is a material
with many potential benefits and problems. It is used wisely and can generate a good
thinking in children's mind to use computer everyday to make them confident and learn
towards IT world. Research on the effects of computers use on the social and cognitive
development of young children is limited and for the most part, contradictory and
inconclusive. Notice that, almost none has been conducted on computers in child care
centers. However the same is true of many the materials commonly found in childhood
settings.
"Computers are not necessary in the kindergarten classroom. Infact, unless they are
incorporated with sensitivity and awareness, we gain by their absence [emphasis added]"
(1989, p. 28).
These examples point to a significant change inthe early childhood educators think about
computers. It is not that computers are seen as the work of the devil, as they were once
called by the novelist Roberston Davies. Joseph Weizenbaum, professor of artificial
intelligence at the Massachusets Institute of Technology, perceptively called the
computer in education a solution in search problem. Computers appeared in preschools
and child care centers before were assigned any real use. In the environment of
computers, children were believed tohave natural affinity for the machines.
The aim isfor educators to create "a child-oriented computer experience, where children
are in control, acting on software to make events happen rather than reacting to
predetermined questions and closed-endedproblems" (Haugland &Shade, 1988, p. 37).
In my view, the best choice for software is found in the market such as drawing and
writing programs. But for this project, hearing and listening is important in order to help
the blind children to access computers. Children must always work within the parameters
set by the programmer and they are always limited by the procedural logic upon which
computers are based. A word of caution "child oriented" should not be taken mean that
childrenare completely in control of the software.
Finally it is well worth considering the computer in early childhood education in
historical perspective. Computers, although more wieldy than blocks (it is difficult to set
them on floor, but what would happen if you did?), also need to be "taken over" by
today's early childhood educators. It is very important to locate the computer's proper
place within our current understanding of childhood education. This process, surely a
difficult process and might take more than one decade.
From the point of elaboration above, based on the project of 'Courseware for Visually
Impaired Children', it is important to introduce the use of computers in early age of
children learning process. This might help them to be more creative and the same as the
others in future with the help of the software that need them to use hearing and listening
methods for their early education program. Somehow this article, support the using of
computers in children's early age of education.




Methodology is the steps taken in undergoing the research and project work. In response
towards the technology, five phases are finalized in order to complete the system. The
phases are project planning, system analysis, system design, coding and testing and lastly
the project presentation.




































In this first phase, several activities done such as proposal submission, scheduling and
analyzing problems. This project planning will focus on the activities involved in the
early stage of the development. The activities are recorded in the form of Gantt Chart.
This Gantt Chart lists down the activities performed andthe important milestone. This is
actually the phase that needs the author to do the investigation on how to start analyze the
problem statements and recommending appropriate and suitable solution. At this phase,
the project beingscoped andplanned.
The task performed:
Gantt Chart
• The purpose of having a well plan Gantt Chart is to ensure that the work/task
allocated for this project is based onthe time line given. A brief Gantt Chart was
created using Microsoft Project 2003 (Please refer toAppendix Q
Milestone
• The milestone will show to user the completion of each task related in the system
3.1.2 System Analysis Phase
The requirement analysis is done during this phase. The author started to gather
information needed as required by the project. Interview and survey are been use to
collect data to be analyzed. The author analyzed the system requirement as it will be the
guidelines in developing this system. (Please refer to Appendix D for interview question)
The task performed:
Interview
• The author conducted an interview sessions during her visit to MAB (Malaysian
Association for the Blind). Besides, an interview to staffand computer teachers in
order to get their idea on how to construct a good problem and requirement
analysis. From this technique, it isviable and quick way to gather data.
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3.1.3 System Design Phase
In this phase, the author will design and analyzed the flow system that involved. The
design phase will require the author to do a storyboard to show the flow of the system.
Furthermore, the user interface of the system will be design as well in this phase. The




• The flow of the system process should be determined. It will describe how the
system operates (Please refer toAppendix E for the flow chart system)
Storyboard
• The storyboard being included in order to get an idea onhow the interface going
to be. It includes the detail description of the functionality (Please refer to
Appendix F for the storyboard)
3.1.4 Coding & Testing
In this phase, the coding and testing is important inorder to run the system smoothly. The
coding will enable the linkage between the forms in VB6. This phase will ensure and
identify what language is going to use, functionality of button and navigation of the




• The author will use VB6 as the medium to run the system. The interface is based
onVB6. The interface will integrate withJAWS as it acts like a screen reader that
enables JAWS to navigate andunderstand every single word to be readout loud
User Acceptance Testing




This will be the last phase in developing 'Courseware for Visually Impaired Children'.
This project presentation needs the author to present the end product to the internal and
external examiners during the project demo. Related documents being attach together.
The task performed:
Demonstration
• This project presentation requires the author to demonstrate the end product
according to thetimeline to the internal and external examiners
3.2 Tools
The author has divided the tools into two categories which are:
3.2.1 Hardware
Table 3.2.1 shows the hardware requirement for the development of 'Courseware for
Visually Impaired Children'.












20GB of free space
Screen (1024 x 768), Keyboard,
CD-ROM drive
3.2.2 Software
Table 3.2.2 shows the software use throughput the development of "Courseware for
Visually Impaired Children'.
(Table 3.2.2 Software Requirement)
Software
JAWS
(Job Access With Speech)
MicrosoftProject 2003





A screenreading softwarefor Windows
Project Planning
(Gantt Chart &Milestone)
This software will be used for the literature
review partwhere some of the files needto
be openusingthe Acrobat Reader
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Implementation of interface andcoding
that link with JAWS
This software will be used for preparing
presentationslides later during project
presentation and storyboard
This software used for writing reports,
creatingtables and charts throughoutthe
semester
- CHAPTER 4 -
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
4.1 Results and Discussion
This chapter will conclude on all the findings and research that has been done for within
the range of eight weeks from the starting of the project. Most of the findings were
gathered through Internet and reference books, which have given great inputs to further
on with this project. Other contributions for the data gathering would be from journals,
broachers and articles. Most of the progress has been focused on how efficient and
effective the courseware will help to assist the blind children in their early education in
using computers.
From the findings being done thru out the project, those finding relates to the
methodology discuss in chapter 3. The findings followed the five phases that are project
planning, system analysis, system design, coding and testing and lastly the project
presentation. All those five phases need to do a proper planning in order to have good
development ofthe system. As mentioned in the previous chapter, this research is wanted
to find out whether the learning that applies the ability for the blind children to learn and
read English word based on the courseware created. However, before proceed with the
result and discussion, the author has designed storyboard to achieve the result of this
researchin systemanalysis systemdesign below.
4J.I Project Planning
In this phase, the findings are based on the analyzing problems. Milestone is to perform
for each task completion. Gantt Chart will list down all activities related within the time
duration. Each of the development phases has its own milestone that represents the
completion task. The tracking Gantt Chart will show the percentage of completion. User
can know how much thedevelopment of each phase completed within therange period of
time. The Gantt Chart will show the steps that are Initiating, Planning, Executing,
Controlling and Closing. (Please refer to Appendix Cfor Gantt Chart and Milestone)
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4.1.2 SystemAnalysis
In this phase, analysis that being conducted are interview session with MAB (Malaysian
Association for The Blind) staff in MAB itself. This analysis is focus to the education of
the blind people in MAB. The scope was narrow down as the author choose to help the
learning process for the blind children in MAB. During the interview, the staff (Mrs.
Hema Latha and Mr.Wong) had brought the author to look around the surrounding in
MAB to have some view on how they managed the blind people in daily lives. The
interviews were conducted to 15 people who worked in MAB people that related to the
area of Blind Association.
(Please refer to Appendix D for Interview Question)
From the interview question, a few ofthe staff managed to help the author inher analysis
phases. The author needs to write down all those answer rather than giving the
questionnaire to them that need them to fill up. The problem with questionnaire is that the
people inMAB itself especially the managers are blind. It's hard for them to answer any
printed material questionnaire unless someone read up for them or else the materials must
be inBraille. To overcome the problem, interview session being conducted to a few staff
in MAB.
The histogram below is the response that the author get from the interview conducted to
few of the MAB staff. To summarize the response, this 'Courseware for Visually
Impaired Children' will definitely help a lot to MAB and help them in enhancing their
learning style. Below are some ofthe feedbacks as the result ofasking the importance of
developing this courseware for MAB. The feedbacks are from man and woman that are
currently working inMAB and the people that related tothe area ofBlind Association.
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From the diagram of interview and survey conducted in MAB:
Man: 80% are agree
: 20% are disagree
Woman: 70% are agree
: 30% are disagree
From the diagram, the author can conclude that most of them are agree with this
courseware as it will help MAB interms to improve their ability inteaching style. It will
be more effective and efficient to teach the blind children as it allows the blind children
to explorethis courseware using computers.
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4.13 SystemDesign
In the design phase, the author has transformed the analysis phase into design
specification for coding and testing. The design phase is concerned with technology-
based views of the prototype data, processes and interface. During this phase, the author
has planned the appropriate design for the prototype to be used, in order to prove the
practicality ofthis 'Courseware for Visually Impaired Children' concept. In designing the
prototype, the authorhas:
1. Design the flow system
2. Design storyboard
3. Design interface
The author has applied the appropriate design to meet the main objective ofthis research.
It was applied by providing user interaction method such as enabling the user (blind
children) to click on each button and there are sound will be heard. Besides, the author
also has provided the ability to click buttons using only specific keystroke and spacebar
to navigate throughout the environment. Such environment may lead the blind children to
learnmore in enhancing the ability in using computer.
4.13.1 Flow Chart System
The flow of the system represented in the Appendix E. The flowchart showed the
functionality of the system. The most important phase that can be seen through the
diagram isthat choosing the category to learn that representing inthe main page. The
user (blind children) can make their selection between the four category provided and
if not user can just exit the system. The four categories are Read English button,
LearnAlphabet button, Typing buttonandNumbers button.
As the user click for the courseware, user is directly in Introduction Page. If the user
wishes to continue, usermust click at the welcome button. Next, useris already in the
Main Page, in this Main Page user need to choose the four categories above and it
will link to the selected pages. If the user wishes to exit, there is an exit button in
Main Page and in the selection category pages.
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4.13.2 Storyboarding
Storyboarding refers to the layout of the prototype story line. The storyboarding
helped the author to keep the visual map of the prototype in mind and to see the
extent of the prototype. The main advantage of storyboarding is, when the author is
deep into the project, the pressure is seem much less because all sketches of every
scene are already there. Please refer to Appendix F for storyboard. Below are the
discussions of the storyboard layout:
Introduction Page
In the Introduction Page, there is a welcome button provided and user can just press
the spacebar and the button will link directly tothe Main Page.
Main Page
In the Main Page, there arefour buttons thatusercanchoose on.
> The first button is Read English button and the button will link to Read
English page. (Press spacebar or ALT+R)
> The second button is LearnAlphabet button and the buttonwill link to Learn
Alphabet page. (Press spacebar or ALT+L)
> The third button is Typing button and the button will link to Typing page.
(Press spacebaror ALT+T)
> The fourth button is Numbers button and the button will link to Numbers
page. (Press spacebaror ALT+N)
If user wishes to log out/exit, there is an exit button in Main Page and user can just
press spacebaron the button or ALT+E.
Read English Category Page
In this selection page, there are 10 buttons that user canchoose. User can navigate by
pressing TAB key.
> 1stButton: Animal
> 2nd Button: Body
> 3rd Button: Clothes
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> 4th Button: Fruits
> 5th Button: House
> 6th Button: Kitchen
> 7th Button: Occupation
> 8th Button: School
> 9th Button: Tools
> 10th Button: Transport
Each of the buttons will linkdirectly to each selection page. If userwishes to log out/
exit from the current system, there is anExit button and if user wishes to go to Main
Page, there is a Home button provided inthis selection page.
Learn Alphabet Category Page
In this selection page, there are 26 buttons that user can choose from A to Z button.
User can navigate by pressing TAB key for each button or ALT+A till ALT+Z. All
button will link directly to its own A to Z page. The A to Z selection page will
provide user with the description of the alphabet. If user wishes to continue to next
alphabet or return to previous alphabet, there is a Next button and Back button
provided.
If user wishes to exit or return to MainPage, there is a Home and Exit button in each
of the pages.
Typing Category Page
In this selection page, there are 4 buttons that user can select from Tutorial 1 to
Tutorial 4. Each of the Tutorial buttons will link directly to its own Tutorial page. In
each Tutorial pages, there are typing box provided for the user to practice typing. If
user wishes to continue to next tutorial or return to previous tutorial, there is a Next
button and Back button provided.




In this selection page, there are numbers from 1 till 100. User can navigate by using
TAB key to read the numbers. There are also 3 buttons that are Add, Subtract and
Multiply buttons. This 3 buttons will link directly to its own pages. If user wishes to
continue to next numbers or return to previous numbers page, there is a Next button
and Back button provided in each pages.
If user wishes to exit from the current system or return to MainPage, there is a Home
and Exit button in each of the pages.
4.133 User Interface
This section of report will present several print screens of user interface for
'Courseware for Visually Impaired Children'. This print screens are based on





Color: Appropriate with background
Text Box (Read English Category):
Font: Times New Roman
Font Size: 12
Color: Appropriate with background
Text Box (Learn Alphabet Category):
Font: Georgia
Font Size: 24





Color: Appropriate with background
Numbers:
Font: Times New Roman
Font Size: 10
Color: Appropriate with background
Each Form Text:
Font: Times New Roman
Font Size: 12
Color: Automatic
ReferAppendix G for the print screens.
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4.1.4 Coding & Testing
In this phase, the author needs to test the coding that can run using VB6 platform. As the
medium are VB6, the author need to ensure that the integration of VB6 and JAWS can be
link together. It is to ensure the system can run smoothly. Furthermore, after the
implementation ofcoding, the author need to do a User Acceptance Testing to make sure
that the system fulfill their requirement in order to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness in MAB in order to give the best for the blind children age 7 to 10 years
old.
4.1.4.1 Functionalityand navigation ofthe system
The functionality is based onthe navigation of the system. The language that being
use is VB6 that acts as the platform to run the system. The use of VB6 is because it
is the easiest software that can integrate well with JAWS to be read all buttons out
loud. Furthermore, as this courseware is created for the blind children, theycanjust
use the keyboard as the way to use computer. The blind children use the short cut
keys orthe special keystroke inthe system that makes them easy to understand and
navigate well. Each of the forms has its own keystroke and JAWS will read out
loud so that the children know the keystroke for them to enter into the selection
criteria. Some of the examples of the keystroke provided in the system:
(All the short cut or keystroke is based on the first alphabet. If there is the same
keystroke within the same page, JAWS will ask the blind children to choose either
one of the selection they made by pressing the keystroke or spacebar. The rest of
thenavigation, press TAB to move from one button to another)
Main Page
• ALT+R- Read English Button (Link to Read EnglishPage)
• ALT+L = Learn AlphabetButton (Linkto Learn AlphabetPage)
• ALT+T = Typing Button (Link to Typing Page)
• ALT+N = Numbers Button (Link to Numbers Page)
• ALT+E = Exit Button (Exit System)
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Read English Page
ALT+A = Animal Button (Link to Animal Page)
ALT+B = Body Button (Link to Body Page)
ALT+C = Clothes Button (Link to Clothes Page)
ALT+F = Fruits Button (Link to Fruits Page)
ALT+H = House & Home Button(Linkto House Page& MainPage)
ALT+K = Kitchen Button (Link to Kitchen Page)
• ALT+O = Occupation Button (Link to Occupation Page)
• ALT+S - Schools Button (Link to School Page)
» ALT+T = Tools& Transport Button(Linkto Tools & Transport Page)
• ALT+E = Exit Button (Exit System)
Learn Alphabet Page
ALT+A = Alphabet A Button (Link to Alphabet A Page)
ALT+B = Alphabet B Button(Linkto Alphabet B Page)
ALT+C = Alphabet C Button (Link to Alphabet C Page)
ALT+D = Alphabet D Button (Link to Alphabet D Page)
ALT+E = Alphabet E &Exit Button (Link to Alphabet E Page &Exit System)
ALT+F = Alphabet F Button(Link to Alphabet F Page)
ALT+G = Alphabet G Button(Link to Alphabet G Page)
ALT+H = Alphabet H & Home Button (Link to Alphabet H Page & Main Page)
ALT+I - AlphabetI Button (Linkto AlphabetI Page)
ALT+J = AlphabetJ Button (Linkto AlphabetJ Page)
ALT+K= AlphabetK Button (Link to AlphabetK Page)
ALT+L = Alphabet L Button (Link to Alphabet L Page)
ALT+M - Alphabet M Button (Link to Alphabet M Page)
ALT+N - AlphabetN Button (Linkto AlphabetN Page)
ALT+O = Alphabet O Button (Linkto Alphabet O Page)
ALT+P = AlphabetP Button (Linkto AlphabetP Page)
ALT+Q = Alphabet Q Button(Linkto Alphabet Q Page)
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ALT+R = Alphabet R Button (Link to Alphabet R Page)
ALT+S = Alphabet S Button (Link to Alphabet S Page)
ALT+T = Alphabet T Button (Link to Alphabet T Page)
ALT+U = Alphabet U Button (Link to Alphabet U Page)
ALT+V - Alphabet V Button (Link to Alphabet V Page)
ALT+W = Alphabet W Button (Link to Alphabet W Page)
ALT+X = Alphabet X Button (Link to Alphabet X Page)
ALT+Y = Alphabet Y Button (Link to Alphabet Y Page)
ALT+Z = Alphabet Z Button (Link to Alphabet Z Page)
Learn Alphabet A-Z Selection Page
ALT+B = Back Button ( Link to previousalphabetpage)
ALT+N = Next Button (Link to next alphabet page)
ALT+H = Home Button (Link to Main Page)
ALT+E = Exit Button (Exit System)
Typing Alphabet Page
• ALT+1 - Tutorial 1 Button (Link to Tutorial 1 Page)
> ALT+2 = Tutorial 2 Button (Link to Tutorial 2 Page)
» ALT+3 = Tutorial 3 Button (Link to Tutorial 3 Page)
» ALT+4 = Tutorial 4 Button (Link to Tutorial 4 Page)
» ALT+H - Home Button (Link to Main Page)
» ALT+E = Exit Button (Exit System)
Typing Tutorial 1-4 Selection Page
• ALT+B = Back Button (Link to previous tutorial page)
• ALT+N = Next Button (Link to next tutorial page)
• ALT+H = Home Button (Link to Main Page)
• ALT+E = Exit Button (Exit System)
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Numbers Page
ALT+A = Add Button (Link to Add Numbers Page)
ALT+S = Subtract Button (Link to Subtract Numbers Page)
ALT+M - Multiply Button (Link to Multiply Numbers Page)
ALT+H = Home Button (Link to Main Page)
ALT+E = Exit Button (Exit System)
Numbers (Add, Subtract & Multiply Numbers) Selection Page
> ALT+B = Back Button (Link to previousnumberspage)
> ALT+N = Next Button (Link to next numbers page)
> ALT+H = Home Button (Link to Main Page)
» ALT+E - Exit Button (Exit System)
Below are some JAWS keystroke provided for Laptop and Desktop for using the
courseware in order to fast or slower down the voice rate:
Desktop Keystrokes
For Temporarily Changing Voice Rate During SayAll:
PAGE DOWNIncrease Voice Rate
Decrease Voice Rate PAGE UP
When not in SayAll:
Increase Voice Rate ALT+CTRL+PAGE DOWN
Decrease Voice Rate ALT+CTRL+PAGE UP
Restore Normal Voice Settings INSERT+ESC
Informational:
Interrupt Speech | CTRL
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Laptop Keystrokes
For Temporarily Changing Voice Rate During Say All:
PAGE DOWNIncrease Voice Rate
Decrease Voice Rate PAGE UP
When not in Say AH:
Increase Voice Rate ALT+CTRL+PAGE DOWN
Decrease Voice Rate ALT+CTRL+PAGE UP
Restore Normal Voice Settings CAPS LOCK+ESC
Informational:
Interrupt Speech 1CTRL
To understand more on JAWS keystroke please refer to Appendix H
4.1.4.2 Prototype Testing /Evaluation
In order to test the prototype, the author has conducted a prototype testing using 15
participants (blind children) who are currently studying inMAB. The blind children
have been given the opportunity to test the courseware thorough the prototype and
at the end they need to evaluate the prototype with the assistance of their teachers.
The author has provided a questionnaire for the blind children to give them
opportunity to evaluate the prototype with the assistance of the teachers. The
purpose of the conducted prototype testing or evaluation is to ensure the main
objectives can be achieved and enhance the learning system in MAB for the blind
children age 7 to 10 years old.
4.1.4.2.1 Questionnaire (User Acceptance Testing)
In order to give rank (between 1-5) based on the prototype, the author hasgiven
questionnaires to the teachers at MAB. The teachers represent the educator
(guidance) who observes the new or changing behavior of the blind children in
learning via the courseware. Please refer to Appendix I to see the sample of
questionnaires that has beendeveloped.
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4.1.4.2.2 Data Analysis
In the evaluation testing of the User Acceptance Testing, the author has
obtained results from the blind children testing teachers' evaluation. The
obtained result is based on the value that was given by the teachers after the
children have used the prototype. Inorder to achieve the accurate result, the data
analysis has been made. Please refer Appendix J for the Result of User





























from 7 to 10
15 4 5
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From the table above, the minimum and maximum ratings for the Use Acceptance
Testing are 3to 5. Please refer to Appendix /for further information




















Ftetir^1 Rating2 Rating3 Rating4 Rating5
Attribute
1. Ability to give good experience




The higher percentage is 60% are from Rating 4 from the UAT. It means that 60%
agreed that this courseware can give good experience to the blind children. There are


















Rating 1 Rating 2 Rating 3 Rating 4 Rating 5
• Qxisewere easy to
understand
Attribute Percentage % (Highest)
2. Courseware easy to understand 87
The higher percentage is 87% are from Rating 4 from the UAT. It means that 87%
agreed that this courseware is easy to understand. There are no rating for 1, 2 and 3
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Rating1 Rating2 Rating3 Rating4 Rating5
Attribute Percentage % (Highest)
3. Ability to give clear instruction 53
The higher percentage is 87% are from Rating 4 from the UAT. It means that 87%
agreed that this courseware is able to give clear instruction. There are no rating for 1,














Rating 1 Ratir^2 Rating 3 Rating4 Rating 5
• Able to attract children
interest in leaning
Attribute Percentage % (Highest)
4. Able to attract children interest in learning 53
The higher percentage is 53% are from Rating 4 from the UAT. It means that 53%
agreed that this courseware is able to attract blind children interest in learning. There

















Ratir^ 1 Rating2 Rating 3 Rating4 Rating 5
d Ability to enhance
leaning system in M°B
age7to10
Attribute Percentage % (Highest)
5. Abilityto enhancelearning systemin MAB age 7 to 10 87
The higher percentage is 87% are from Rating 4 from the UAT. It means that 87%
agreed that this courseware is able to enhance learning system in MAB. There are no

















Ratirg Rating Rating Rating Rating
12 3 4 5
Attribute
• Able to help the children
to msrnorize in calculation
Percentage % (Highest)
6. Able to help the blind children to memorize incalculation 80
The higher percentage is 80% are from Rating 4 from the UAT. It means that 80%
agreed that this courseware is able to help the blind children to memorize in
calculation. There are no rating for 1, 2 and 5 and it means that none of them are

















Rating 1 Rating2 Rating3 Rating4 Rating 5
Attribute




7. Able to help to improve theirreading andtyping skills 73
The higher percentage is 73% are from Rating 4 from the UAT. It means that 73%
agreed that this courseware can help to improve the children's reading and typing
skills. There are no rating for 1and2 and it means thatnone of them are disagree
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The author has proved the ability that the courseware are shaping behavior based on
the highest percentage of the blind children that most of it are in rank 4. As a
conclusion, we can see the percentage overall as below:
> Question 1 - 60%
> Question 2 = 87%
> Question 3-53%
> Question 4 = 53%
> Question 5 = 87%
> Question 6 = 80%
> Question 7 - 73%
From the percentage above, the high percentage among the attribute are Question 2
and 5 that get the highest of 87%. As a conclusion, this courseware are easy to






This research is focus on enhancing the learning process in MAB for blind children age 7
to 10 years old. The courseware helps to educate and motivate the children to learn, read,
understand and memorizing English words and numbers. Thus, it will help to attract the
blind children interest to learn more. At the market currently, there are numbers of
available software, but the software is in a one-way communication concept (in form of
video). Most ofthe software is full ofgraphic and it is no point ofhaving that because the
purpose is for those blind children. Other than that, the limitation ofJAWS is that JAWS
can't understand graphic. Basically, the blind children may only hear and try to interact
and navigate using special keystroke provided through the software. Thus, the best way
to develop this 'Courseware for Visually Impaired Children' applies learning theory
where user may hear through the help of JAWS and at the same time interact and
navigate through out the courseware by only using hearing system. This type of




Basically, the author wants to develop acourseware that can help the learning of the blind
children from age 7to 10 years old. This courseware will train the children through their
hearing system and their capability to cope well. Due to time constraint the author has
specify some limitation, which is developing acourseware that integrated between JAWS
andVB6. There are two multimedia elements that are sound andtextavailable in order to
fulfill the requirement needed. As suggested future work for expansion and continuation,
the author want to suggest that in future, will be integrate with voice recognition, where
the courseware may determine whether the blind children can pronouns the correct
English word and not using JAWS as the medium. The learning can be both ways where
the blind children can hear through JAWS and can respond back to the system through
voice recognition. Hence, the future enhancement ofthe courseware, it is beneficial to
develop acourseware that contains school syllabus that enable for them to learn more.
Furthermore in future development, the author suggests that this courseware can be
download freely in the website. After the launch ofthe courseware, hope that the author
can get more feedback from the user that are currently using the courseware to give an
idea onhow to upgrade thecourseware according to their specifications.
Those recommendations that have been suggested by the author to ensure that the
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Impaired
Specialized Education
Services for Children Who Are
Blind or Visually Impaired
Who are our nation's blind and visually
impaired children?
Federal and state estimates used for planning educational
services do not adequately account for the number of
children in the United States who are blind or visually
impaired. Forexample, 24,877 children with visual
impairments are reported by the U.S. Department of
Education (U.S. Departmentof Education, 1996). However,
a recentstudy indicates that thisfigure fails to account for
as many as 80% ofthese students (Corn, Ferrell, Spungin,
& Zimmerman, 1996).
In some cases, onlystudents who are legally blind are
reported, ignoring those who have difficulty seeing butdo
notqualify as "legally" blind. In other instances, children who
are visually impaired and have other disabilities-such as
mental retardation-are not counted as visually impaired
because they are reported in other federally defined
categories, such as "multiple disabilities" or "mental
retardation." Tragically, because many professionals lack
the specialized skills necessary to recognize and address
vision loss, there are also children with visual and multiple
impairments whose vision loss remains undiagnosed
throughout theirschool experience (Erin, Daugherty,
Dignan, &Pearson, 1990). The inadequate count ofvisually
impaired children means that ournation lacks critical
information about the need for specialized services for these
children, and cannot correctly allocate the specialized
resources and personnel required. Consequently, many
children do not receive the appropriate specialized
educational services they need (Pogrund, Fazzi, & Lampert,
eds., 1992).
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curriculum and the people around them. This means that, in
addition to their regular classroom studies, children who are
blind or visually impaired need to learn specialized skills
from teachers and others who are specially trained to teach
these skills, such as certified teachers of visually impaired
children and orientation and mobility specialists. The
specialized skills visually impaired children must learn
include: Technology and computer proficiency-using
computer and telecommunication equipment and software
adapted for blind or visually impaired people. Literacy-
reading and writing with braille, large print, optical devices,
or training in effective use of available vision. Safe and
independent mobility-using specific orientation and
mobility techniques, long canes, or other mobility tools.
Social interaction skills-understanding body language
and other visual concepts. Personal management and
independent living skills-learning specialized techniques
for personal grooming, food preparation, money
management, and other tasks.
Where do visually impaired children receive
their education?
Children with visual impairments receive educational
services from an array of options that includes residential
and special schools specifically designed for blind and
multiply disabled children, and special classes, resource
rooms, and itinerant teaching services in regular education
classrooms in the child's community-where most visually
impaired children are educated. Based upon the individual
needs of children and input from their parents and
educators, specialized schools, or classes are appropriate
educational optionsfor certain students. In addition, special
schools frequently provide outreach support and technical
assistance to public schools in their states.
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Although many school programs provide the specialized
instruction needed by students who are visually impaired,
there is much room for improvement. Too many visually
impaired students leaveschool without having mastered the
skills or knowledge essential forfurther education, gainful
employment, and independent living at home and in their
communities.
There is a severe shortage of orientation and mobility
specialists and qualified teachers ofvisually impaired
students, which restricts access to the specialized skills
these children need. This means that students with visual
impairments frequently receive instruction from personnel
who are not qualified to teach critical skills such as braille,
cane and other travel skills, and effective use of available
vision. This problem is even more alarming in rural
communities, where shortages of qualified personnel are
most acute.
Equally detrimental is the continued perception by many
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{oung Children and Microcomputers: A Second
^ook
y Larry Prochner
Vdecade ago, an article appeared in an early childhood journal on abrand new subject: micro-
omputers and young children. Itbore the tentative-sounding subtitle, "A First Look" (Ziajka, 1983). In
994, computers are no longer anovelty in preschools and child care centers. For better or worse, they
re found in early childhood settings across the country. The strong feelings evoked by the idea of
omputers in our classrooms in the early years -- ofeither fear and loathing or blind love -- have largely
een tempered by familiarity. We have come to take the presence ofcomputers for granted. As
icreasing numbers ofearly childhood educators have achieved alevel ofexpertise and comfort with
omputers, it is timely to return to acentral and perhaps discomforting question posed some years ago
>y Harriet Cuffaro (1985): "Just why should young children use computers?"
Do computers deserve apermanent place inour classrooms? Research on the effects ofcomputer use o
the social and cognitive development ofyoung children islimited and, for the most part, contradictory
and inconclusive. Almost none has been conducted on computers in childcare centers (outside
university lab schools). However, the same is true ofmany ofthe materials commonly found in early
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lildhood settings. The effect ofusing blocks on child development, for example, has not been
fstematically studied (Davidson, 1989). We just accept that blocks are somehow beneficial, given our
nderstanding ofhow children think and learn. As so wryly expressed by Jane Davidson, the author ofa
ell-known textbook on computers, blocks should not be banned from child care centers because ofa
ick ofresearch, and it issimilarly unlikely that we should place a moratorium oncomputers pending
irther investigation. What is necessary, is for educators to be critical and reflective regarding their use.
he early excitement generated by LOGO (a high-level computer language as well as aphilosophy of
iucation developed by Seymour Papert), and the promise ofall manner ofpositive benefits believed to
ccrue from child-computer interaction, resulted in extraordinary claims. One author suggested that, "by
le year 2000, the child who becomes an adult unable to use acomputer will be the equivalent oftoday's
dult who can neither read nor write" (Hammond, p.53). Schools felt the pressure the most - from
arents and computer companies, for example - to place a computer inevery classroom. Some even
esired a computer at every desk. The fear was that children who were not computer literate (a vague
nd questionable concept) were going to grow up to be adults out-of-work and out-of-touch in a
omputer dominated world.
^hese kind of statements are rarely made today outside the hyperbole ofcomputer company advertising
ampaigns. Compare the "computer at every desk" slogan with the caution expressed in Davidson's
ixtbook:
"The computer is seen as amaterial with many potential benefits and many potential problems. If
it is used wisely, with the principles ofearly childhood development in mind, it can be a valuable
addition to a developmental-based classroom. Although the computerhas much to offer an
early childhood classroom, its absence from the classroom will not be disastrous [emphasis
added]" (Davidson, 1989, p.12).
t is difficult to imagine a textbook onanother topic, children's literature for example, inwhich the
Luthor includes a disclaimer that while books are nice, they are not all that important. Davidsonis not
done inher lukewarm approach to computers. Bailey, writing from thepoint-of-view ofa kindergarten
eacher in the journal Canadian Children, was more blunt:
"Computers arenotnecessary in thekindergarten classroom. In fact, unless they are
incorporated withsensitivity and awareness, we gain by their absence [emphasis
added]" (1989, p.28).
These examples point toa significant change inthe way early childhood educators think about
computers. It isnot that computers are seen as the work ofthe devil, as they were once called by the
lovelist Roberston Davies. Instead, there is growing consensus that they are unnecessary and, quite
possibly, a distraction from ourcurriculum objectives if they are not used in an educationally
responsible manner.
What do I mean by educationally responsible? Simply, that we are able toprovide a clear rationale,
consistent with ourphilosophy of education, for the use of computers or any other material in our
classrooms. Joseph Weizenbaum, professor of artificial intelligence at theMassachusetts Institute of
Technology, perceptively called the computer ineducation a solution insearch ofa problem. This was
certainly true ofthe field ofearly childhood education. Computers appeared inpreschools and child cai
centers before they were assigned any realuse. In the folklore surrounding computers, children were
believed to have a natural affinity for themachines. Over time, it is truethat innovative educators have
found problems suitable for the "computer solution" inschool settings. Books and encyclopedias onCI
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OM provide up-to-date and easily accessible information for large numbers ofstudents. The Internet
in create an electronic link between children in classrooms around the world.
/hat, though, is the educational solution that the computer can provide ina child care center? Are
iectronic reproductions ofgrocery store checkout children's books the best we can do? Cuffaro (better
nown for her commentary on blocks) pointed usinthe right direction by making the observation that
)day's generation ofcomputer programmers did not necessarily grow up with computers. "What they
id have," she noted, "were ideas ~ the problems and projects they created and brought to
omputers" (1985, p.27). While Cuffaro was extremely bleak regarding the relevance ofcomputers in
arly childhood classrooms, her insight proves useful. It leads us to ask the question: "What self-
enerated problems do young children have that they can bring to the computer?" By asking this
uestion, we are open to view the computer as part ofthe flow ofclassroom activity instead ofan
ctivity in itself. In contrast, most software isself-serving ~ designed to teach a specific concept or
arcel ofinformation. It is rarely connected tothe life ofthe classroom. Afew years ago, one critic
bserved thatof thethousands of so-called educational programs available, almost allwere based on
rinciples ofdrill and practice. Software creators seemed to assume that the central problem in early
hildhood education was theefficient teaching of numbers, shapes and thealphabet. The question of
dry achild would want to pause, in the midst ofa creative, play-based activity room, to make a
luggish electronic bear robotically grunt the ABC's, was never asked.
lowever, ifwe take our central problem inearly childhood education to be the optimal growth and
levelopment ofeach child in our care, the computer may have amodest (not starring) role. Computers
;an beanalternative means for exploring the traditional core areas of the early childhood curriculum
for example, language, music and the creative arts). They can be atool to enable achild to meet herjoals (to tell a story, make a song or draw apicture), which are always greater than the mere use ofthe
nachine (learning about the computer).
n short, computer activities should be developmentally appropriate. The aim is for educators tocreate
'achild-oriented computer experience, where children are incontrol, acting on software tomake events
lappen rather than reacting to predetermined questions and closed-ended problems" (Haugland &
Shade, 1988, p.37).
:n my view, the best choice for software is found in the handful ofdrawing and writing programs for
foung children currently available on the market. Aword ofcaution; "child-oriented" should not be
;aken to mean that children are completely incontrol ofthesoftware. Children must always work withi
heparameters set by the programmer and they are always limited by the procedural logic upon which
computers are based. This is true even ofopen-ended programs such as word-processors. Using a
computer towrite changes the process and the product ofwriting. The computer isnot "just another
tool," as is so often claimed. It is notmerely an innocuous alternative to markers, crayons, pencils or
chalk.
Finally, it is well worth considering the computer inearly childhood education inhistorical perspective
(Zukerman, 1987). Many ofthe materials we now take for granted asessential inECE classrooms were
controversial when they were first introduced. Large wooden floor blocks are a good example. In the
early twentieth-century, kindergarten teachers responded tothe progressive movement ineducation by
appropriating Froebel's Gifts (the essential materials of the original kindergarten). They gave the
spheres, cones and blocks new meaning as secular objects for children's physical and psychological,
rather than spiritual, growth. The old materials became a solution to the new definition ofthe
educational problem. Computers, although more wieldy than blocks (it isdifficult to set them onthe
floor, butwhat would happen if you did?), also need to be "taken over" bytoday's early childhood
educators. Weneedto locate the computer's properplacewithinour current understanding of early
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lildhood education. This process, surely a difficult one, might take more thana decade.
r. Larry Prochner is an assistant professor in the Department ofEducation at Concordia University in Montreal, Quebec.
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APPENDIX D: INTERVIEW QUESTION (MAB STAFF)
Interview Question & Answer
Some of the interview questions are as below:
1. What range of age thatMAB handle the blind children?
2. What type of printed materials currently being used in MAB?
3. How do the blind children behave towards the interest of learning?
4. Do the blind children know how to use computers?
5. How was theresponse between the blind children andtheteacher?
6. What is the best way in enhancing the style of learning in MAB especially for the
blind children?
7. Do any coursewares will help the blind children intheir learning process?
Answer:
Below are some of the comments and response given by those MAB staff from the
interview conducted:
Question 1
> "The ranges ofage that MAB holds arefrom 7to 10 years old. Majority the blind
children are female rather than male. The percentage are 60% are female and
40% are male "
Question 2
> "Currently, the communications of learning education in MAB are based on
direct communication between the teacher and the blind children. The teachers
are using printed materials such as preschool education book that need the
teacher to read upfor them. They learn ABC by listening and hearing every single
word that the teacher teaches them "
Question 3
> "As we all know, the interest ofchildren are 90% ofplaying. Some ofthem have
the interest and some of them are not. It is somehow quite hardfor the teacher to
handle and cater afew numbers of blind children in one class. But the learning
process is according to our syllabus of teaching. We teach them how to read,
learn the alphabet and many more "
Question 4
> "In MAB, we have our own computer class. Most of them know how to use
computers. For those blind children, we teach them the basic idea of computer.
Meaning that show and teach them how to type by memorizing the keyboard and
learn by using the special software called JAWS. JAWS (Job Access With Speech)
can help the blindpeople master the computer easily because they have the ability
to hear every single word and icon in computers. JAWS acts like a screen reading
software to Windows platform. The user needs to just install the JA WS to their
computer. But unfortunately, there are none of courseware syllabus that being
install thatenable the blindchildren to learn by using computers "
Question 5
> "The response given by the blind children is moderate. Sometimes they give the
full cooperation and sometimes not. But some of them are very active to ask
question that they did not understand. But as human, we have to be patient
because they are specialfrom the others and we give ourfull moral support"
Question 6
> "Currently, the teaching done in MAB are according to our syllabus. In order to
give chance to the blind children to use widely computers, the computer class is
conducted. But we hope that tohave new software that can help the blind children
in accessing knowledge using computer system. The old style need to be changed
and use all computerized system in our teaching styles. Hope that our dream will
come true infuture "
Question 7
> "As far we are concern, there a lot ofcourseware for children that available in
the market that can be used. Butunfortunately, in MAB itself every computer has
the software called JAWS. Yes, JAWS acts like a screen reading software for
Windows, but not all the CD of that available courseware can be used andread
by JAWS. JAWS have its own limitation and itcan't read any graphic. Most ofthe
courseware is in FLASHform. JAWS can't read Flash software. So there is no
point of having graphic because they are blind, and no point of having that.
Definitely any courseware that suits with JAWS will help us a lot in terms of
education of the blind children. It will also help them to build interest to learn
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A is the first alphabetin ABC
A is for Apple
B Alphabet t
AlphabetC '•is-





B Learn Alphabet Please Choose Your Alphabet Ui§S
Please GnooseYour Alphabet
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I is the ninethalphabet in ABC















|Jisthe ten alphabet in ABC






Kisthe eleven alphabetin ABC








JO isttod fifteen alphabet in ABC
0 is for Orange
W B Alphabet t
Alphabet V%




N is the fourteen alphabet in ABC




P is the sixteen alphabet in ABC


















ill isthe twentyonealphabetin ABC









T is the twenty alphabet in ABC




V is the twentytwo alphabet in ABC

























Z is the twentysix alphabet in ABC




please typethis word below: Apple
ClnH
Tutorial 2 ••&
(Please type this word below: Im eute
Tutorial 4




























































































pleasetype thisword below: Jmsohappy
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[9-8-9 |B-0=B [5-0=5 4-3-4 [3-0=3
3-1=213-1 -S [8-1 =7 |7-1=6 i.B-1-5
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|5-1=4 |1-1=3
[9-2=7 [B-2-6 4-2=2 [3-2=! ;2-2=o















j6-l=2 J4-4-0 3-4=-1 [2-4-2 Jl -* = -3
|9<5-4 14-5-1
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[9-7 =2 3-7 =1 11-7-6
V-8=79-3 =1 [B-8=0 6-8 = -2
!V-"9"=T"
4-B--4 J3-8-5
[9-9=0 [9-3--1 [i"-9-5 |^ 3=-8 •2-9-7 11-9=3
jl-10-9
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Go Back a Page ALT+LEFT ARROW







Personalized Web Settings SHIFT+INSERT+V
Virtual HTML Features INSERT+F3
Activate Mouse Over CTRL+ENTER
JAWS Find Next and Previous (IE only) F3 and SHIFT+F3
Navigation Quick Keys:
Move to Next Anchor A*
Move to Next Button B*
Next Combo Box C*
Next Different Element D
Next Edit Box E*
Next Form Control F
Move to Next Graphic G*
Next Heading H
Next Item in a List 1*




Skip Past Links N
Move to Next Object Tag 0
Next Paraqraph P*
Move to Next Quote Q*
Next Radio Button R*
Next Same Element S
Next Table T*
Next Unvisited Link U
Next Visited Link V
Next Check Box X*
Move to Next Division z*
Previous Element SHIFT+COMMA
Next Element SHIFT+PERIOD
Tip: If you hold down SHIFT before pressing one ofthe Navigation Quick Keys listed above, you can
move to the previous instanceofthat element. In addition, if you hold down CTRL+SHIFT while
pressing keystrokes with an asterisk (*) next to them, JAWS displays a list ofthoseelements on the
page.
Forms:
Enter Forms Mode ENTER
Exit Forms Mode NUM PAD PLUS






Next Cell in Row
Prior Cell in Row
Cell Below in Column
Cell Above in Column
Read Current Cell
Jump to Table Cell
Return to Previous Table Cell
Move to First Cell
Move to Last Cell
Read Row to Cell
Read Row from Cell
Read Column to Cell




Move to the Next or Prior PlaceMarker
Read Text at PlaceMarker 1-0























Note: The JAWS help system includes detailed information aboutusing Internet Explorer. From withii
Internet Explorer, press and hold INSERT and press F1 twice quickly. Once JAWS help is open, pres























Rewind During a Say All


























Change Skim Reading Preferences
Display Skim Reading Summary





ForTemporarily Changing Voice Rate During SayAII:
Increase Voice Rate PAGE DOWN
Decrease Voice Rate
When not in SayAII:
Increase Voice Rate
Decrease Voice Rate








Say Top Line of Window


















PC Cursor NUM PAD PLUS
JAWS Cursor NUM PAD MINUS
Route PC Cursor to JAWS Cursor INSERT+NUM PAD PLUS
Route JAWS Cursor to PC Cursor INSERT+NUM PAD MINUS
Left Mouse Button NUM PAD SLASH
Riqht Mouse Button NUM PAD STAR
Draq and Drop CTRL+INSERT+NUM PAD SLASH
Restrict JAWS Cursor INSERT+R
For Dialog Boxes:




Read Word in Context INSERT+C




































Frame Get Top Left
Frame Get Bottom Right























Rewind During a Say All


















































ForTemporarily Changing Voice Rate During Say All:
Increase Voice Rate PAGE DOWN
Decrease Voice Rate PAGE UP
When not in Say All:
Increase Voice Rate
Decrease Voice Rate











Say Top Line of Window














PC Cursor CAPS LOCK+SEMICOLON
JAWS Cursor CAPS LOCK+P
Route PC Cursor to JAWS Cursor CAPS LOCK+APOSTROPHE
Route JAWS Cursor to PC Cursor CAPS LOCK+LEFT BRACKET
Left Mouse Button CAPS LOCK+8
Riqht Mouse Button CAPS LOCK+9
Left Mouse Button Lock CTRL+8
Drag and Drop CAPS LOCK+CTRL +8
Restrict JAWS Cursor CAPS LOCK+R
For Dialog Boxes:
Say Default Button of Dialog Box
Read Current Window
Read Word in Context








































CAPS LOCK+F12 twice quickly
CAPS LOCK+G








Frame Get Top Left
Frame Get Bottom Right




Open the Start menu
Open Windows Explorer
Open Run Dialog
Find File or Folder from Desktop
Minimize All Applications
Switch between open applications
Quit the active application
For Windows and Menus:
Open the application control menu
Move to the Menu bar in application
Choose a Menu item
Move between menus
Cancel or close a menu
Cancel or close a cascading menu
Open a child window control menu
Close a child window
Open the applications menu
For Dialog Boxes:
Move through dialog controls
Move backward through dialog controls
Move to another page
Reverse direction through pages
Select or deselect in list view
Toggle a check box on/off
For Reading Text:
Move One Character Left
Move One Character Right
Move One Word Left
Move One Word Right
Move to Beginning of Line
Move to End of Line
Move One Paragraph Up
Move One Paragraph Down
Scroll up one screen










CTRL+SHIFT+LEFT BRACKET twice quickly
F1
































Move to beginning CTRL+HOME






Delete current character DELETE
Delete prior character BACKSPACE
Select One Character Left SHIFT+LEFT ARROW
Select One Character Right SHIFT+RIGHT ARROW
Select One Word Left CTRL+SHIFT+LEFT ARROW
Select One Word Right CTRL+SHIFT+RIGHT ARROW
Select to Beqinning of Line SHIFT+HOME
Select to End of Line SHIFT+END
Select to beqinning CTRL+SHIFT+HOME




Rename a file or folder F2
Open Properties for Selected File or Folder ALT+ENTER
Refresh a window F5
Switch between windows F6orTAB
Go up one level BACKSPACE






Please answer the questions below according to the behavior andinterest of theblind
children in using this courseware:
1. Does this courseware give a good experience to the blind children?
























4. Can the courseware attract the interest of the blind children to learn more?







5. Canthis courseware help to enhance the learning system in MABfor children age
7 to 10 year old?



































































































































































































































































































































































































Result for each attribute for User Acceptance Testing





























































Name: Nurul Alia Norehsan
Student ID: 3013
Project Supervisor: Miss Eliza Mazmee Mazlan
Date: 12th December 2005
INTRODUCTION
Courseware for Visually Impaired Children is
develop to help the blind children from 7-10 years
old in their learning education in MAB
Before this the learning are based on direct
communication between the teacher and the students
and in MAB there are lack of teaching materials
This courseware will help the blind children in using
computer and have the chance to read, learn, typing
and memorizing
The blind children will only use keyboard with
special keystroke without mouse pointing
OBJECTIVES
d Study and identify the problems arise in MAB
relating to education learning process for blind
children. This is to ensure that the proposed
courseware will achieve the aims to upgrade,
enhance and automate the current learning process
p To developed a courseware that can assist the blind
children from age 7-10 years old to learn, read,






D Scope of Study
d Methodology
• Development Tools






D Lack ofteaching materials in MAB
• There is lack of interest to focus on learning
process
• There is no software being used to serve the
education for blind children
d Lots of learning materials in written form and
difficult for them to read as they are blind
SCOPE OF STUDY
This courseware focuses on the need of blind children in their
learning education thru hearing and listening
The development involves the use of Visual Basic 6 and
JAWS (Job Access With Speech) that act as a screen reading
software that enable every single word to be read out loud
using Windows platform
Interview conducted among the blind people that work in
MAB especially to those involves in education learning
process for blind children and ask the specific requirement










f 4 ^1 Codina &. I
Project
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
• Result: User Acceptance Testing
* A test being conducted in MAB for the blind
children age 7- 10 years old evaluated by the
teacher
♦ Overall, improvement need to be done to make
sure the systemmeets the exact user requirements
HISTOGRAM (QUESTIONNAIRE)
1. Ability In flt»egood iipai
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
• JAWS (Job Access With Speech)
<• Act as a screen reading software for Windows
• Visual Basic 6.0
•:• Implementation of interface and coding that link
with JAWS
HISTOGRAM (INTERVIEW)
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6. Able iq help ihe blind children to fntmerire in cakulaiicn 80
RECOMMENDATION
a Learning process can be in two ways
communication where the blind children can
hear and respond back to the system through
voice recognition
• Enhance the courseware by adding school
syllabus that enable them to learn more
a This courseware can be download freely in
the website
CONCLUSION
• Help to educate and motivate the blind
children to learn, read, understand and
memorizing English words and numbers
n This courseware applies learning theory
where user may hear through JAWS and this
application offers effective way that results an
easy and fast learning for the blind children
